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MPS PRESS RELEASE

JET MASTERCLASS ORDERS B737 FTD FROM MPS
Groenekan, The Netherlands, August 7th, 2017 – Jet MASTERCLASS and Multi Pilot Simulations (MPS) have
signed contracts for the delivery of an MPS B737 FTD Simulator. This advanced Fixed Base Simulator will
be installed at the Jet MASTERCLASS’ Training Centre, based in the vicinity of London Gatwick Airport. The
type specific simulator will greatly assist Jet MASTERCLASS in training their pilots.
Jet MASTERCLASS, Managing Director, Frank Jukes:“ Selecting MPS as a training partner was a very
straightforward decision. Any production-based business striving for quality and efficiency will invest in
the most effective tooling capability and it is our view that the MPS FTD provides that perfect combination.
It operates in a class of its own - far exceeding regulatory requirements and serving as a cost-effective
alternative to full motion simulation. Approved as an EASA FTD-1 with full wrap-around collimated visual
display and worldwide LIDO database, the device provides the perfect training platform for both trainee
and instructor. We are very pleased to be partnering with MPS and look forward to introducing the device
to our London-based training community.”
MPS’ President and founder, Dick Verburg: “We are proud to deliver our type specific B737 FTD to Jet

MASTERCLASS’ training center in the UK. We believe we can contribute to Jet MASTERCLASS’ training
program with our low cost, high quality type specific simulator. Jet MASTERCLASS’ focus on quality
training is a key ingredient for our successful cooperation.”
About Jet Masterclass
Jet MASTERCLASS (UK) Ltd. are providers of technical and regulatory consultancy within the aviation
training arena, offering contracted pilot and Instructor services to training organisations and airlines. Jet
MASTERCLASS managing directors are Robert Bleker and Frank Jukes and are headquartered at Manor
Royal near London Gatwick airport. This is an ideal location to provide highly accessible, quality training
products and services to the international aviation community. For further information,
visit: www.jetmasterclass.com.”
About MPS
MPS develops, manufactures and maintains simulators, which are type specific and exact replicas of the
Boeing B737 and Airbus A320 flight deck. The simulators are based on the needs of flight training
organizations and airlines for affordable, high quality devices that are specific for certain classes of jets.
MPS delivers its products and services worldwide to Authorized and Type Rating Training Organizations,
and major airline’s in-house training organizations. MPS has a global installed base of its EASA and FAA
certified simulators. For more information or a short video see http://www.mps.aero or contact us on
+31 34 621 2777.
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